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hhidsection

STATIC TEXT

Logo

TEXT a01

TEXT a02

TEXT a03

TEXT a05

TEXT a06

TEXT a07

TEXT a04

NUMERIC: INTEGER a09

TEXT a08

NUMERIC: INTEGER a10

SECTION A:HOUSEHOLD IDENTIFICATION

A01:COUNTY

A02: SUB-COUNTY(DISTRICT)

A03: DIVISION

A05:SUB-LOCATION

A06: ENUMERATION AREA

A07: CONSTITUENCY

A04: LOCATION

A09: CLUSTER NUMBER

A08:WARD

A10: STRUCTURE NUMBER
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NUMERIC: INTEGER a10_1

GPS Gps0

N

W

A

TEXT a10_2

SINGLE-SELECT a10_2a

01

02

SINGLE-SELECT a10_2_3a

01

02

SINGLE-SELECT a10_3

01

02

03

SINGLE-SELECT a10_3a

01

02

STATIC TEXT

"Greetings! My name is …………………… I am a research assistant working for the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics
(KNBS). The Bureau, in collaboration with the World Bank and UNHCR are conducting the Kenya Continuous Household
Survey in all the 47 counties. Households have been randomly selected to participate in the survey. Your household is
one of those selected in this area. The information obtained from the survey will be used for planning at both the
national and county level. Any responses that you give us will be confidential, that is, the researchers will not let anyone
else know how you answered. The anonymized responses will be used for research purposes and published in reports.
We can assure you that we will never include any names or other personal details in publications. The study is voluntary
and if you do not want to participate, you can decide that at any time. There will be no negative impacts on you. If at any
time you want to stop participating, please let me know and we will respect your decision. Please know that this
information will NOT affect your status, the assistance you might receive or any process that you may be currently
undertaking. I therefore would like to ask you some questions as a responsible member of this household. I would also
need you to assist me obtain measurements and obtain some further information from other members of your
household. These questions will take some time to complete and therefore I will appreciate your patience. Do you have
any questions you would like me to respond to before we proceed with the interview?"

A10_1: HOUSEHOLD NUMBER

A10_1a: GPS LOCATION OF THE HOUSEHOLD

A10_2: USE THE HOUSEHOLD STATUS ("PANEL")
SHOWN IN THIS QUESTION AND USE IT TO
RESPOND TO THE NEXT QUESTION

A10_2_1: Is this household selected in the
survey panel?

A10_2_3: Is this household selected in the HAP
Module?

A10_3: Give the Current Status of the
household ?

A10_3A: Is there a new household occupying
the Dwelling Unit?

Use the status to answer the next questionI

GIVE THE RESPONSE BASED ON THE STATUS IN QUESTION A10_2 AB
OVE

I

Yes
No

Yes
No

a10_2a==1E

Did not Move
Household Moved Within
Cluster
Household Moved Outside
Cluster

a10_3==3E

Yes
No

a10_3a!=2E
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SINGLE-SELECT a11

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

TEXT a11_postponed

SINGLE-SELECT a11_1

01

02

03

04

GPS Gps1

N

W

A

NUMERIC: INTEGER a12

TEXT a13

A11:VISITS STATUS

A11-Return Date: Provide the DATE of
returning to visit the household?

A11-HOUSEHOLD TYPE: What type of farming
activity is your household engaged in ?

GPS: Pick the GPS coordinates of the Dwelling
Unit

A12: Tell me the number of people who usually
LIVE and EAT their meals together in this
household? TOTAL PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD
INCLUDING THOSE WHO LEFT RECENTLY

A13: NAME OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD

self!=nullV1
Error!You must provide a responseM1

Household found
No household member at
home or no competent
respondent at home at time of
visit
Entire household absent for
extended period of time
Postponed
Refused
Dwelling vacant or structure
not a dwelling
Dwelling destroyed
Dwelling not found
Dwelling no longer a
household

a11==4E

a11==1 || a11==4E

Crop Farming
Livestock Farming
Mixed
Non-farming

a11!=7 || a11!=8E

a11==1 || a11==4E
a12!=0V1
Error! Atleast there should be a member of the householdM1

IsAnswered(a12)E
!(a13==null)V1
Cannot be left blank!!!!M1
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hhmemberroster

DATE: CURRENT TIME b_date

LIST b02

STATIC TEXT

B02_1: Check to confirm if a new member joins the household say a new born baby or bride, pupils/students in school,
livein domestic servants e.t.c in the first week, the individual should be put in the roster as a household member.
Similarly, if a member leaves a household during the first week e.g. death, marriage outside the home, divorce or
moving to the city to look for employment, he/she will be removed from the household roster.

generated by list question b02 hhid

SECTION B: HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ROSTER
Roster: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

SINGLE-SELECT b03

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

SECTION B: HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ROSTER

Give the date of interview.

B02: Make a complete list of all individuals who
usually live and eat their meals together in this
household starting with the head of the
household

B03: What is %rostertitle%'s relationship to the
household head?

a11==1E

a11==1 || a11==4E

MAKE A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO USUALLY LIVE AN
D EAT THEIR MEALS TOGETHER IN THIS HOUSEHOLD, STARTING WIT
H THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD. (CONFIRM THAT HOUSEHOLD HEAD H
ERE IS SAME AS HOUSEHOLD H And 68 other symbols [1]

I

IsAnswered(b_date) && IsAnswered(a12) || a10_3==1E
self.Length==a12V1
Total number of people should equal the number of people in the hous
ehold

M1

self.Length>0V2
Error! You should atleast record a nameM2

b02.Length > 0 ||a10_3==1E

IsAnswered(b02) || b02.Length>0||a10_3==1E

b03>1 || @rowindex==0V1
Error! Household Head Should be listed first in the rosterM1
/* Check that head has different sex than spouse(s) */ /
/ if head is current person, and does at least one spous
e exist? b03==2 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==1) ? // if so, che

ck that there is no spouse wit And 119 other symbols [1]

V2

Error: The head and his/her spouse typically Cannot have same sex.M2
b03==1? /// Is this person the household head? /// If ho
usehold head, check that there has  /// not been another
household head reported (hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1)==1)  //
/ If not a household he And 25 other symbols [1]

V3

Eror!There must be only one person in the household designated as he
ad.

M3

// Has relationship to head been answered for all househ
old members? hhid.All(x=>x.b03!=null) ?  // If all infor
mation has been filled out, check for a head was listed
!(hhid.Count(x=>x.b And 91 other symbols [1]

V4

Error! You have not identified the Household HeadM4

HEAD
SPOUSE
SON/DAUGHTER
GRANDCHILD
SISTER/BROTHER
FATHER/MOTHER
NEPHEW/NIECE
IN-LAW
GRANDPARENT
OTHER RELATIVE (SPECIFY)
NON-RELATIVE
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TEXT b03_Other

SINGLE-SELECT b04

01

02

SINGLE-SELECT b04_1

01

02

03

SINGLE-SELECT b04_2

01

02

03

04

05

06

TEXT b04_2_Other

B03:What is %rostertitle%'s relationship to the
household head?Other

B04:Sex of %rostertitle%?

B04_1:Give the household membership status
of %rostertitle%?

B04_2: Give the reason for change in the
household membership of %rostertitle%?

B04_3: Give the reason for change in
household membership of %rostertitle%?
Other Specify

b03==10E
b03>1 || @rowindex==0V1
Error! Household Head Should be listed first in the rosterM1
b03==2 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==1)? //rship==2 && hhid.Coun
t(x=>x.rship==1)>0 //sex of the spouses cannot be the sa
me !(hhid.Any(a=>a.b03==1 && a.b04!=null && a.b04==b04))
:true

V2

Error: Sex of the Spouse Cannot be the sameM2

b04!=nullV1
You must give an answer!!!!!M1
b04.InRange(1,2)V2
You must provide an answerM2

Male
Female

a10_2a ==1E
b04_1.InRange(1,3)V1
You must provide an answer!M1

Still Member/Household
Member
Non-Member
New-Member

(b04_1==2 || b04_1==3)E

Marriage
Death
Change of Tenancy
Work
New born
Other specify

b04_2==6E
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NUMERIC: INTEGER b05_years

SPECIAL VALUES

998

999

NUMERIC: INTEGER b05_months

SPECIAL VALUES

998

999

NUMERIC: INTEGER b06_yrs

B05: How old is %rostertitle%?

AGE IS NOT KNOWN
NOT STATED

B05:How old is %rostertitle% ? Months for
under 5 years

AGE IS NOT KNOWN
NOT STATED

B06: What is %rostertitle%'s year of birth ?

IF 60 MONTHS OR OLDER(ATLEAST 5 YEARS), GIVE AGE IN YEARS ONL
Y OR IF LESS THAN 60 MONTHS(BELOW 5 YEARS) IN AGE, GIVE AGE I
N YEARS AND MONTHS AND IF AGE IS LESS THAN 1 YEAR, RECORD 0 
FOR AGE IN YEARS And 95 other symbols [2]

I

b04_1!=2E
((b05_years<=95) || (b05_years>120)) || b05_years.InRang
e(998,999)

W1

Warning! Age is beyond the limit expectedM1
self>=0V2
Age Cannot be less than 0M2
//A parent should be atleast 13 years (b03.InList($paren
talcodes) && b05_years>= 13) || (!b03.InList($parentalco
des))

V3

Error! A Household head, spouse, father/mother or grandparent shoul
d be atleast 13 years

M3

// if current person is father/mother of head b03==6 && 
hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && (b05_years-x.b05_years<=13))==
0  ||  // if current person is head b03==1 && hhid.Count
(x=>x.b03==6 &&  (x.b05_ And 164 other symbols [2]

V4

Error!Age difference between head and his/her parent seems to be to
o little. Check or confirm

M4

// if current person is head child (b03==3 && (hhid.Coun
t(x=>x.b03==1 && x.b04==1 &&  (x.b05_years-b05_years<=13
))==0)) &&  ((hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && x.b04==2 &&  (x.
b05_years-b05_years<=13 And 422 other symbols [2]

V5

Error!Age difference between head and his child is less than 13 years 
OR Child cannot be older than Head. Please check.

M5

// if current person is grand parent of head b03==9 && h
hid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 &&  (b05_years-x.b05_years<=26))==
0  ||  // if current person is head b03==1 && hhid.Count
(x=>x.b03==9 &&  (b05_ye And 51 other symbols [2]

V6

Error!Age difference between head and his/her grandparents seems t
o be too little. Check or confirm

M6

// if current person is grandchild b03==4 && hhid.Count(
x=>x.b03==1 && (x.b05_years-b05_years<=26))==0  ||  // i
f current person is head b03==1 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==
4 &&  (b05_years- x.b05_y And 92 other symbols [2]

V7

Error!Age difference between head and his/her grandchild seems to b
e too little. Check or confirm.

M7

// if current person is head's spouse/partner (b03==2 &&
IsAnswered(self) && (hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && IsAnswere
d(x.b05_years) && (Math.Abs((long)x.b05_years-(long)b05_
years)>13))==0))  ||  // And 251 other symbols [2]

W8

Warning!Age difference between head and his/her spouse/partner see
ms to be too large. Check or confirm.

M8

(b03 == 9 && b05_years > 36) || b03 != 9V9
Error!Grandparent should be older than 35. Please check or confirm.M9

IF LESS THAN 60 MONTHS(BELOW 5 YEARS) IN AGE, GIVE AGE IN YEA
RS AND MONTHS AND IF AGE IS LESS THAN 1 YEAR, RECORD 0 FOR A
GE IN YEARS AND GIVE AGE IN MONTHS AND IF AGE IS NOT KNOWN 
RECORD 998 AND IF And 29 other symbols [3]

I

b05_years < 5 || b05_years==0E
b05_months.InRange(1,11) || self==0V1
Months for below 60 months cannot be less than 0 or exceed 11 mont
hs!!!

M1

b04_1!=2E
/* Example of using the InRange function to check the nu
mber entered is within a certain range. This validation 
checks if the year of birth is between 1900 and 2019. */
self.InRange(1900,2020) || And 21 other symbols [3]

V1

Error!Please enter a valid year of birthM1
self <= b_date.Value.YearV2
Error!Year of birth cannot be greater than current year.M2
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SINGLE-SELECT b06_months

001

002

003

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

998

NUMERIC: INTEGER b06_dd

SPECIAL VALUES

998

999

VARIABLE LONG age_cur

VARIABLE DOUBLE w1

SINGLE-SELECT b07

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

SINGLE-SELECT b08

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

98

B06: What is %rostertitle%'s month of birth ?

B06: What is %rostertitle%'s day of birth

IF BIRTH DAY IS NOT KNOWN
IF BIRTH DAY IS NOT STATED

B07: What is %rostertitle%'s marital status?

B08: What is %rostertitle%'s religion?

b04_1!=2E
self!=null || self.InRange(1,12) || self==998V1
Error! You must provide either of the options providedM1

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
Don't Know

b04_1!=2E
b05_years==age_cur || b06_dd.InRange(998,999)V1
Error!Age does not matchM1
self!=nullV2
Error! You must indicate the informationM2

/* This calculate the age from the given date of birth. 
Since both month can be 999, then we have to write multi
ple cases to account for 999 values. FullYearsBetween fi
nds the number of years between

And 749 other symbols [1]

RandomTable[(int)Math.Floor(Quest.IRnd()*3000.0)+@rowind
ex].rnd

b05_years>=12E
// for the head, check whether there is any spouse in th
e roster b03==2 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==1) ? // if so, che
ck whether the head is married--monogamy, polygamy, or l

iving together b07==1 ||b07==2 And 48 other symbols [4]

V1

Error! A spouse cannot be other than married or living togetherM1
// for the head, check whether there is any spouse in th
e roster b03==1 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==2) ? // if so, che
ck whether the head is married--monogamy, polygamy, or l

iving together b07==1 ||b07==2 And 48 other symbols [4]

V2

Error! A spouse cannot be other than married or living togetherM2

MARRIED MONOGAMOUS
MARRIED POLYGAMOUS
LIVING TOGETHER
SEPARATED
DIVORCED
WIDOW OR WIDOWER
NEVER MARRIED

b04_1!=2E
CATHOLIC
PROTESTANT
EVANGELICAL CHURCHES
AFRICAN INSTITUTED
CHURCHES
ORTHODOX
ISLAM
HINDU
TRADITIONALIST
NO RELIGION/ ATHEISTS
OTHER CHRISTIAN
OTHER RELIGION
DON'T KNOW
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SINGLE-SELECT: COMBO BOX b09

101

201

202

203

204

205

301

302

303

304

305

306

401

402

403

404

SINGLE-SELECT b10

01

02

03

04

05

06

SINGLE-SELECT: COMBO BOX b11

101

201

202

203

204

205

301

302

303

304

305

306

401

402

403

404

B09:What was %rostertitle%'s County/Country
of birth?

And 56 other symbols [1]

B10:Where was %rostertitle% raised/brought
up?

B11:In which County/Country was
(%rostertitle%) living before moving to the
County/Country you presently reside in?

And 56 other symbols [2]

b04_1!=2E

NAIROBI
NYANDARUA
NYERI
KIRINYAGA
MURANGA
KIAMBU
MOMBASA
KWALE
KILIFI
TANA RIVER
LAMU
TAITA TAVETA
MARSABIT
ISIOLO
MERU
THARAKA NITHI

b04_1!=2E

CURRENT VILLAGE/TOWN/CITY
OTHER VILLAGE IN THIS
COUNTY
OTHER TOWN/CITY IN THIS
COUNTY
VILLAGE IN OTHER COUNTY
TOWN/CITY IN OTHER COUNTY
OUTSIDE KENYA

b10.InRange(4,6)E
(b04_1!=2 && b10==4 && (b11.InRange(101,804))) || (b10==
5 && (b11.InRange(101,804))) || (b10==6 && (b11.InRange(
900,960)))

V1

If outside Kenya, Choose only from outside Kenya!!!!M1

NAIROBI
NYANDARUA
NYERI
KIRINYAGA
MURANGA
KIAMBU
MOMBASA
KWALE
KILIFI
TANA RIVER
LAMU
TAITA TAVETA
MARSABIT
ISIOLO
MERU
THARAKA NITHI
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SINGLE-SELECT b12_month

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

98

NUMERIC: INTEGER b12_year

SINGLE-SELECT b13

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

96

98

TEXT b13_Otherspecify

SINGLE-SELECT b14_Result

01

02

DATE: CURRENT TIME end_timeB

VARIABLE BOOLEAN b14_validation

B12:In which month did (%rostertitle%) move
to this County or Country? MONTH

B12:In which year did (%rostertitle%) move to
this County or Country? YEAR

B13:What was the main reason for
(%rostertitle%) moving to where you presently
reside?

B13: What was the main reason for
(%rostertitle%) moving to where you presently
reside? Other specify

B14: Section Interview Result

RECORD END TIME FOR SECTION B

b10.InRange(4,6)E
b12_month.InRange(1,12) || b12_month==98V1
Error! Month Must be between 1 to 12M1

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
DON'T KNOW

b10.InRange(4,6)E
self>=b06_yrsV1
Warning! The Year of %rostertitle%'s birth and The Year of relocation c
annot be less than Age

M1

self<=2020V2
The year of %rostertitle%'s year of relocation cannot exceed the curre
nt year of survey

M2

b10.InRange(4,6)E

JOB TRANSFER/JOB
OPPORTUNITY
LOOK FOR PAID WORK
TO START A BUSINESS
LOOK FOR LAND FOR FARMING
FAMILY MOVED
MARRIAGE
SCHOOL/TRAINING
TO LIVE WITH A RELATIVE
DIVORCE/SEPARATION
ADVENTURE
REFUGEES
OTHER, SPECIFY
DK

b13==96E

COMPLETED
PARTIALLY COMPLETED

IsAnswered(b_date)E

EnabledAnsweredQuestionsCount(hhmemberroster)>=NumberUna
nsweredQuestions(hhmemberroster)
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housingxtics

NUMERIC: INTEGER e01

NUMERIC: INTEGER e02

NUMERIC: INTEGER e03

SINGLE-SELECT e04

01

02

03

04

05

06

96

TEXT e04_Other

SINGLE-SELECT e05

01

02

03

04

SECTION E: HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS AND AMENITIES

E01: How many dwelling units does this
household occupy? Number of dwelling units

E02: How many habitable rooms are in the
Dwelling Unit(s)? Number of Habitable rooms

E03: How many rooms in this household are
used for sleeping? Number of sleeping rooms

E04:What type of the MAIN dwelling does the
household live in ?

E04: Other(Specify)

E05: Does your household own this dwelling
(house, flat,shack), do you rent it, or do you live
here without pay?

(a11==1 || IsAnswered(b_date) || (a10_3==1 & a11==1)|| (a10_3==2 & a11==1) || (hhid.Any(x=>x.b04_1!=2)) && a12>0)E

self<=11W1
Error! Please validate the number of dwelling units from the responde
nts

M1

self>0V2
Error!Number of dwelling units must be greater than 0M2

INCLUDE THE HABITABLE ROOMS IN THE MAIN AND OTHER DWELLI
NG UNITS

I

self <= 23V1
Error! Please confirm the actual number of habitable rooms with the re
spondent

M1

self>=e01W2
Error!The number of habitable rooms cannot be less than the number 
of dwelling units

M2

self>0V3
Error! Habitable rooms cannot be less than 0M3

e03<=e02V1
Number of rooms used for sleeping cannot be more than the habitable
rooms!!!

M1

self>0V2
Error! Number of sleeping rooms cannot be 0M2

BUNGALOW
FLAT
MAISONNETTE
SWAHILI
SHANTY
MANYATTA/TRADITIONAL
HOUSE
OTHER (SPECIFY)

e04==96E

OWNS
PAYS RENT/LEASE
NO RENT, WITH CONSENT OF
OWNER
NO RENT, SQUATTING
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SINGLE-SELECT e06

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

96

TEXT e06_other

SINGLE-SELECT e07

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

96

TEXT e07_other

SINGLE-SELECT e08

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

E06: What is the predominant material of the
floor of this dwelling unit?

E06_Other:What is the predominant material of
the floor of this dwelling unit?

E07: What is the predominant roof material of
the main dwelling unit?

E07_Other: What is the predominant roof
material of the main dwelling unit?

E08: What is the predominant wall material of
the main dwelling unit?

And 2 other symbols [3]

Earth/sand
Dung
Wood planks/shingles/timber
Palm/ bamboo
Parquet or polished wood
Vinyl or asphalt strips
Ceramic tiles
Concrete/ Cement/Terrazo
Wall to wall Carpet
Other

e06==96E

RECORD OBSERVATIONI

Grass / Makuti thatch/twigs
Dung / mud
Iron sheets/Decra/Versatile
Tin cans
Asbestos sheet
Concrete/Cement
Tiles
Canvas/Nylon/Cartons/Cardboard
Other

RECORD OBSERVATIONI
e07==96E

RECORD OBSERVATIONI

No walls
Cane/palm/trunks
Grass/reeds
Mud/cow dung
Bamboo with mud
Stone with mud
Uncovered adobe
Plywood/Cardboard
Reused wood
Iron sheets
Concrete/Cement
Stone with lime/cement
Bricks
Cement blocks
Covered adobe
Wood planks/shingles/timber
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TEXT e08_other

SINGLE-SELECT e09

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

96

TEXT e09_other

SINGLE-SELECT e10

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

10

96

TEXT e10_other

E08_Other: What is the predominant wall
material of the main dwelling unit?

E09: What is the main source of drinking water
for your household ?

E09_Other: What is the main source of water
for your household over the past 1 month for
…?

E10: What kind of toilet facility does your
household usually use?

E10_Other: What kind of toilet facility does
your household usually use?

RECORD OBSERVATIONI
e08==96E

RECORD OBSERVATIONI

Pond
Dam
Lake
Stream/ River
Protected Spring
Unprotected Spring
Protected Well
Unprotected Well
Borehole/Tube well
Piped into dwelling
Piped to yard/plot
Bottled water
Rain/Harvested water
Water Vendor
Public tap/Standpipe
Other (Specify)

RECORD OBSERVATIONI
e09==96E

RECORD OBSERVATIONI

Flush to Main Sewer
Flush to Septic tank
Flush to Cess pool
VIP Pit Latrin
Pit latrine covered
Pit Latrine uncovered
Bucket latrine
Open
Flush to Bio-septic tank
Other (Specify)

RECORD OBSERVATIONI
e10==96E
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SINGLE-SELECT e11

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

96

TEXT e11_other

SINGLE-SELECT e12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

96

SINGLE-SELECT e13_interview_result

01

02

VARIABLE BOOLEAN e13_validation

E11: What is the main source of energy for
lighting?

E11_Other:What is the main source of energy
for lighting?

E12: What is the main source of energy for
cooking?

E: Section Interview Result

Electricity
Paraffin Pressure lamp
Paraffin Lantern
Paraffin Tin lamp
Gas Lamp
Fuel wood
Solar
Torch/Spotlight-Solar Charged
Torch/Spot light-Dry cells
Candle
Battery(Car/Charged)
Generator (Diesel/Petrol)
Other (Specify)

e11==96E

Electricity
Paraffin
LPG (gas)
Biogas
Firewood and products of
wood
Charcoal
Solar
Other (Specify)

Completed
Partially completed

EnabledAnsweredQuestionsCount(housingxtics)>=NumberUnans
weredQuestions(housingxtics)
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hap_section

VARIABLE LONG HAP_hh

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

start_time_hap

demoSectB

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION-B

MULTI-SELECT: LINKED b02a

SINGLE-SELECT q1_cooking_indoors

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT q2_indoor_bed_living

01

00

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION
HAP ELIGIBLE

SINGLE-SELECT q3_placement_consent

01

00

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE
HAP-CONSENTED

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION

Time start for HAP section

B02A: List of the people present

Is the kitchen / main cooking area indoors?

Does the household have either indoor
bedrooms or indoor living rooms?

The KNBS is assessing the noise pollution and
particulate matter of a select number of
households in the Kenya Continuous
Household Survey (KCHS). Your household has
been randomly chosen to take part in the
assessment. All data that is collected will be
used anonymously. Do we have consent to
place the sensors and collect them in 24 hours?

a10_2_3a==1 && e01>=1 && e13_interview_result==1E

1

HAP_hh==1E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Answer requiredM1

hhid.Any(x=>x.b04_1!=2)E

hhid.Any(x=>x.b04_1!=2)E

IsAnswered(b02a)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

A living room is defined as the area where household members spend 
most of their ‘indoors time’ aside from sleeping

I

IsAnswered(q1_cooking_indoors)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

q1_cooking_indoors==1 || q2_indoor_bed_living==1E

q1_cooking_indoors==1 || q2_indoor_bed_living==1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

q3_placement_consent==1E
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SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED
PRE-PLACEMENT

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

start_preplacement

NUMERIC: INTEGER q4_num_livingbedrms

generated by numeric question q4_num_livingbedrms room_purp_roster

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / PRE-PLACEMENT
Roster: PURPOSE OF ROOM

SINGLE-SELECT room_purpose

00

01

02

03

04

05

06

VARIABLE STRING room_desc

VARIABLE DOUBLE rwr1

VARIABLE LONG numEligible

VARIABLE LONG rnd

VARIABLE LONG randomRowcode1

VARIABLE LONG randomRowcode2

VARIABLE STRING room1

Time stamp for start of pre-placement

How many living rooms and bedrooms are in
the household?

Please state the MAIN purpose of the room
%rostertitle%

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

q2_indoor_bed_living==1E
q4_num_livingbedrms<=e02 && q4_num_livingbedrms>=0V1
This number must be less than or equal to the total number of rooms i
n the dwelling AND greater than or equal to zero.

M1

IsAnswered(self)V2
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M2

q4_num_livingbedrms>=1E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Adult bedroom
Child bedroom
Bedroom sleeping both adults
and children
Living room
Living room and adult
bedroom
Living room and child
bedroom
Living room and bedroom
sleeping both adults and
children

new[]{"Adult bedroom", "Child bedroom","Bedroom sleeping
both adults and children", "Living room","Living room an
d adult bedroom","Living room and child bedroom","Living
room and bedroom sleeping both

And 41 other symbols [2]

RandomTable[(int)Math.Floor(Quest.IRnd()*3000.0)+@rowind
ex].rnd

room_purp_roster.Count($criteria)

(long)Math.Floor(Quest.IRnd()*numEligible.Value)

room_purp_roster.Where($criteria).OrderBy(p=>p.rwr1).Sel
ect(z=>z.@rowcode).ToArray()[0]

room_purp_roster.Where($criteria).OrderBy(p=>p.rwr1).Sel
ect(z=>z.@rowcode).ToArray()[1]

room_purp_roster[(int)randomRowcode1].room_desc
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VARIABLE STRING room2

STATIC TEXT

INTERVIEWER! Continue the interview with placing the sensor at the first selected room %room1%.

STATIC TEXT

INTERVIEWER! Continue the interview with placing the sensor in the Kitchen.

STATIC TEXT

INTERVIEWER! Continue the interview with placing the sensor at the first selected room %room1%. After that, proceed
with the placement of the second sensor in selected room %room2%.

SINGLE-SELECT placed_sen_1k

01

00

BARCODE qrcode_sen1k

SINGLE-SELECT placed_sen_1

01

00

BARCODE qrcode_sen1

SINGLE-SELECT placed_sen_2

01

00

BARCODE qrcode_sen2

STATIC TEXT

The remainder of the interview will be administered based on location of sensor in rooms randomly selected.

Enum: Confirm that you have you placed
sensor 1 in the indoors Kitchen

Scan the QR code for sensor 1 in the indoors
kitchen

Enum: Confirm that you have you placed
sensor 1 in the %room2%

Scan the QR code for sensor 1 in the %room2%

Enum: Confirm that you have you placed
sensor 2 in %room2%?

Scan the QR code for sensor 2 in %room2%

room_purp_roster[(int)randomRowcode2].room_desc

numEligible==1E

q1_cooking_indoors==1E

numEligible>1 && q1_cooking_indoors!=1E

q1_cooking_indoors==1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

IsAnswered(placed_sen_1k)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

q1_cooking_indoors!=1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

IsAnswered(placed_sen_1)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

numEligible>1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

numEligible>1 && IsAnswered(placed_sen_2)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
(self!=qrcode_sen1) || (self!=qrcode_sen1k)V2
The second sensor cannot have the same qr code as the first one!M2

numEligible<=2E
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DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

end_preplacement

postplacement

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED
POST-PLACEMENT

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

start_postplacement

NUMERIC: INTEGER num_sensors_placed

STATIC TEXT

The sensor was left in %room1%

STATIC TEXT

The sensors were left in %room1% and %room2%

STATIC TEXT

The sensors were left in the indoors kitchen and %room2%

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

start_sensor_roster

generated by numeric question num_sensors_placed sensor_roster

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT
Roster: SENSOR ROSTER

BARCODE qrcode_post_sen

SINGLE-SELECT sensor_sameposition

01

00

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER
SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE

Time stamp for end of pre-placement

Time stamp for start of post-placement

How many sensors have you placed in total?

Start sensor roster for

Please scan the QR code of sensor
%rostertitle%

Is sensor %rostertitle% in the same place
where it was left?

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1
num_sensors_placed>=1 && num_sensors_placed<=2V2
You can place at max 2 sensors in a housholdM2

numEligible==1E

numEligible>1 && q1_cooking_indoors!=1E

q1_cooking_indoors==1E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
sensor_roster.Select(e=>e.qrcode_post_sen.ToUpper()).Dis
tinct().Count()==sensor_roster.Count(e=>IsAnswered(e.qrc
ode_post_sen))

V2

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

Yes
No

sensor_sameposition==1E
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SINGLE-SELECT wall_material

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

TEXT wall_material_o

SINGLE-SELECT roof_material

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

96

TEXT roof_material_o

SINGLE-SELECT floor_material

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

96

What is the wall material where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

And 2 other symbols [4]

Specify other wall material

What is the roof material where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

Specify other roof material

What is the floor material where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed ?

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

No walls
Cane/palm/trunks
Grass/reeds
Mud/cow dung
Bamboo with mud
Stone with mud
Uncovered adobe
Plywood/Cardboard
Reused wood
Iron sheets
Concrete/Cement
Stone with lime/cement
Bricks
Cement blocks
Covered adobe
Wood planks/shingles/timber

wall_material==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

Grass / Makuti thatch/twigs
Dung / mud
Iron sheets/Decra/Versatile
Tin cans
Asbestos sheet
Concrete/Cement
Tiles
Canvas/Nylon/Cartons/Cardboard
Other (specify)

roof_material==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

Earth/sand
Dung
Wood planks/shingles/timber
Palm/ bamboo
Parquet or polished wood
Vinyl or asphalt strips
Ceramic tiles
Concrete/ Cement/Terrazzo
Wall to wall Carpet
Other (specify)
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TEXT floor_material_o

SINGLE-SELECT chimney

01

00

NUMERIC: INTEGER numb_doors

NUMERIC: INTEGER numb_windows

SINGLE-SELECT cross_ventilation

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT meals_cooked

01

00

98

99

MULTI-SELECT when_mealcooked

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

98

99

Specify other floor material

Is there a chimney in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

How many doors are in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed ?

How many windows are in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed ?

Does the location of windows/doors allow for
cross ventilation in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day?

Were there any meals cooked in the room
where sensor %rostertitle% was placed during
the monitoring day?

Please select the times during which meals
were cooked in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day

floor_material==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

Yes
No

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1
numb_doors>0 && numb_doors<=5W2
Number must be greater than zero or equal to and less than 5M2

numb_windows>=0 && numb_windows<=10V1
Range for number of windows is 0 to 20M1

Cross ventilation is achieved using windows on both sides of the room, 
creating a current of air across the room.

I

IsAnswered(self)W1
This field is requiredM1

Yes
No

sensor_sameposition==1E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

meals_cooked==1E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
when_mealcooked.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer 
is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "never" (
when_mealcooked.Length>1 & And 40 other symbols [5]

V2

Cannot select "Don't know"/"Refused to answer" and additional option
s

M2

00:00 - 02:00 am
02:00 - 04:00 am
04:00 - 06:00 am
06:00 - 08:00 am
08:00 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 12:00 pm
12:00 - 02:00 pm
02:00 - 04:00 pm
04:00 - 06:00 pm
06:00 - 08:00 pm
08:00 - 10:00 pm
10:00 - 00:00 am
Don't know
Refused to respond
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MULTI-SELECT open_doorwind_mmeal

01

02

03

04

SINGLE-SELECT cookmeth_morngmeal

01

02

03

04

96

TEXT cookmeth_morngmeal_o

MULTI-SELECT open_doorwind_ameal

01

02

03

04

SINGLE-SELECT cookmeth_aftnmeal

01

02

03

04

96

TEXT cookmeth_aftnmeal_o

When were the doors or windows open most
of the time regarding the MORNING meal in
the room where sensor %rostertitle% was
placed during the monitoring day?

How was the MORNING meal cooked?

Specify other morning meal cooking method

When were the doors or windows open most
of the time regarding the AFTERNOON meal in
the room where sensor %rostertitle% was
placed during the monitoring day?

How was the AFTERNOON meal cooked?

Specify other afternoon meal cooking method

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(2,3,4,5)F
when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(2,3,4,5)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
open_doorwind_mmeal.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 ans
wer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "neve
r" (open_doorwind_mmeal.Le And 43 other symbols [6]

V2

Cannot select "Never" and additional optionsM2

Never
Before cooking
During cooking
After cooking

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(2,3,4,5)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1

Fried
Grilled
Boiled
Baked
Other (Specify)

cookmeth_morngmeal==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(6,7,8)F
when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(6,7,8)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
open_doorwind_ameal.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 ans
wer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "neve
r" (open_doorwind_ameal.Le And 43 other symbols [7]

V2

Cannot select "Never" and additional optionsM2

Never
Before cooking
During cooking
After cooking

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(6,7,8)F
when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(6,7,8)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1

Fried
Grilled
Boiled
Baked
Other (Specify)

cookmeth_aftnmeal==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1
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MULTI-SELECT open_doorwind_emeal

01

02

03

04

SINGLE-SELECT cookmeth_evngmeal

01

02

03

04

96

TEXT cookmeth_evngmeal_o

SINGLE-SELECT cooking_fuel

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

96

TEXT cooking_fuel_o

SINGLE-SELECT cookstove_type

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

96

TEXT cookstove_type_o

When were the doors or windows open most
of the time regarding the EVENING meal in the
room where sensor %rostertitle% was placed
during the monitoring day?

How was the EVENING meal cooked?

Specify other evening meal cooking method

Which is the main cooking fuel used on the
monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

Specify other cooking fuel in room where
sensor was placed

Which type of cooking stove was used on the
monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

Specify other cooking stove type

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(1,9,10,11,12)F
when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(1,9,10,11,12)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Answer requiredM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
open_doorwind_emeal.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 ans
wer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "neve

r" (open_doorwind_emeal.Le And 43 other symbols [8]

V2

Cannot select "Never" and additional optionsM2

Never
Before cooking
During cooking
After cooking

when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(1,9,10,11,12)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Fried
Grilled
Boiled
Baked
Other (Specify)

cookmeth_evngmeal==96E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

meals_cooked==1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Electricity
Paraffin
LPG (gas)
Biogas
Firewood and products of
wood
Charcoal
Solar
Other (specify)

cooking_fuel==96E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

meals_cooked==1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Jiko with chimney (charcoal)
Wood stove with chimney
Jiko without chimney
Wood stove without chimney
Kerosene stove
Gas Cooker-Meko
Electric cooker
Microwave Oven
Other (Specify)

cookstove_type==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1
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NUMERIC: INTEGER num_mealscook

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER / SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE
PLEASE ESTIMATE HOW LONG COOKING OCCURRED IN THE HOUSEHOLD DURING THE
MONITORING DAY IN THE ROOM WHERE THE SENSOR WAS PLACED.

STATIC TEXT

Please estimate how long cooking occurred in the household during the monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed.

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_cook_hrs

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_cook_mins

SINGLE-SELECT smoke_underchimney

01

00

MULTI-SELECT pollutitems_used

01

02

03

04

05

96

TEXT pollutitems_used_o

SINGLE-SELECT who_smoke_senroom

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED who_smoke_senroom1

How many meals were cooked on the
monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

Hours

Minutes

Was a source of smoke directed under the
chimney to ventilate the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day?

Please select which of the following items were
used in the room where sensor %rostertitle%
was placed during the monitoring day?

Specify other pollutant item used

Who SMOKED A CIGARETTE during the
monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

Which household member SMOKED A
CIGARETTE during the monitoring day in the
room where sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

meals_cooked==1E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

sensor_roster.Any(x=>x.chimney==1)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
This answer is requiredM1

Yes
No

IsAnswered(self)W1
Provide and answerM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
pollutitems_used.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer
is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "none" (p
ollutitems_used.Length>1 And 33 other symbols [9]

W2

Cannot select "none" and additional options.M2

None
Cigarettes smoked
Mosquito coil
Paraffin lamps
Charcoal iron box
Other pollutant (specify)

pollutitems_used.Contains(96)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

pollutitems_used.Contains(2)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Provide answerM1

Household member
Person not belonging to the
household

who_smoke_senroom==1E
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NUMERIC: INTEGER times_smokecig

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER / SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE
PLEASE ESTIMATE IN TOTAL HOW LONG ANYONE IN THE HOUSEHOLD SMOKED A CIGARETTE
DURING THE MONITORING DAY IN THE ROOM WHERE THE SENSOR WAS PLACED.

STATIC TEXT

Please estimate in total how long anyone in the household SMOKED A CIGARETTE during the monitoring day in the room
where sensor %rostertitle% was placed

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_smoke_hrs

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_smoke_mins

MULTI-SELECT when_smoke

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

98

99

MULTI-SELECT who_inroom_whilesmk

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED who_inroom_whilesmk1

How many times in total did someone SMOKE
A CIGARETTE during the monitoring day in the
room where sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

Hours

Minutes

Please select the times during which someone
SMOKED A CIGARETTE in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day

Who was in the room while any individual
SMOKED A CIGARETTE during the monitoring
day in the room where sensor %rostertitle%
was placed?

Which household member was in the room
while any individual SMOKED A CIGARETTE
during the monitoring day in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

pollutitems_used.Contains(2)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Provide answerM1

pollutitems_used.Contains(2)E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Cannot select none and/or refused to answer, with any other time slotI
pollutitems_used.Contains(2)E
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
when_smoke.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer is se
lected, the set of answers cannot contain "Refused"/"Don
't know" (when_smoke.Lengt And 38 other symbols [10]

W1

Cannot select "Refused"/"Don't know" and additional optionsM1

00:00 - 02:00 am
02:00 - 04:00 am
04:00 - 06:00 am
06:00 - 08:00 am
08:00 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 12:00 pm
12:00 - 02:00 pm
02:00 - 04:00 pm
04:00 - 06:00 pm
06:00 - 08:00 pm
08:00 - 10:00 pm
10:00 - 00:00 am
Don't know
Refused to respond

IsAnswered(when_smoke)E

Household member
Person not belonging to the
household

who_inroom_whilesmk.Contains(1)E
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NUMERIC: INTEGER times_mosqcoil

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER / SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE
PLEASE ESTIMATE IN TOTAL HOW LONG A MOSQUITO COIL WAS USED DURING THE MONITORING
DAY IN THE ROOM WHERE THE SENSOR WAS PLACED.

STATIC TEXT

Please estimate in total how long a MOSQUITO COIL was used during the monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_mosq_hrs

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_mosq_mins

MULTI-SELECT when_mosqcoil

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

98

99

MULTI-SELECT who_inrm_whmosqcoil

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED who_inrm_whmosqcoil1

How many times in total was a MOSQUITO
COIL used during the monitoring day in the
room where sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

Hours

Minutes

Please select the times during which a
MOSQUITO COIL was used in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day

Who was in the room while the MOSQUITO
COIL was used during the monitoring day in
the room where sensor %rostertitle% was
placed?

Which household member was in the room
while the MOSQUITO COIL was used during
the monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

pollutitems_used.Contains(3)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
The question must be answeredM1

pollutitems_used.Contains(3)E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Cannot select none and/or refused to answer, with any other time slotI
pollutitems_used.Contains(3)E
IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
when_mosqcoil.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer is
selected, the set of answers cannot contain "Refused"/"D
on't know" (when_mosqcoil And 47 other symbols [11]

V2

Cannot select "Refused"/"Don't know" and additional optionsM2

00:00 - 02:00 am
02:00 - 04:00 am
04:00 - 06:00 am
06:00 - 08:00 am
08:00 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 12:00 pm
12:00 - 02:00 pm
02:00 - 04:00 pm
04:00 - 06:00 pm
06:00 - 08:00 pm
08:00 - 10:00 pm
10:00 - 00:00 am
Don't know
Refused to respond

pollutitems_used.Contains(3)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Household member
Person not belonging to the
household

who_inrm_whmosqcoil.Contains(1)E
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NUMERIC: INTEGER times_paraflamp

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER / SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE
PLEASE ESTIMATE IN TOTAL HOW LONG A PARAFFIN LAMP WAS USED DURING THE MONITORING
DAY IN THE ROOM WHERE THE SENSOR WAS PLACED.

STATIC TEXT

Please estimate in total how long a PARAFFIN LAMP was used during the monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_paraf_hrs

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_paraf_mins

MULTI-SELECT when_paraflamp

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

98

99

MULTI-SELECT who_inrm_whparaflamp

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED who_inrm_whparaflamp1

How many times in total was a PARAFFIN LAMP
used during the monitoring day in the room
where sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

Hours

Minutes

Please select the times during which a
PARAFFIN LAMP was used in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed during the
monitoring day

Who was in the room while the PARAFFIN LAMP
was used during the monitoring day in the
room where sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

Which household member was in the room
while the PARAFFIN LAMP was used during the
monitoring day in the room where sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

pollutitems_used.Contains(4)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

pollutitems_used.Contains(4)E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

Cannot select none and/or refused to answer, with any other time slotI
pollutitems_used.Contains(4)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
when_paraflamp.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer i
s selected, the set of answers cannot contain "None"/"Re
fused"/"Don't know" (when_ And 57 other symbols [12]

V2

Cannot select "Never"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional optionsM2

00:00 - 02:00 am
02:00 - 04:00 am
04:00 - 06:00 am
06:00 - 08:00 am
08:00 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 12:00 pm
12:00 - 02:00 pm
02:00 - 04:00 pm
04:00 - 06:00 pm
06:00 - 08:00 pm
08:00 - 10:00 pm
10:00 - 00:00 am
Don't know
Refused to respond

pollutitems_used.Contains(4)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Household member
Person outside of the
household

who_inrm_whparaflamp.Contains(1)E
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NUMERIC: INTEGER times_charcib

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / SENSOR ROSTER / SENSOR STILL IN RIGHT PLACE
PLEASE ESTIMATE IN TOTAL HOW LONG A CHARCOAL IRON BOX WAS USED DURING THE
MONITORING DAY IN THE ROOM WHERE THE SENSOR %ROSTERTITLE% WAS PLACED.

STATIC TEXT

Please estimate in total how long a CHARCOAL IRON BOX was used during the monitoring day in the room where the
sensor %rostertitle% was placed.

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_charcib_hrs

NUMERIC: INTEGER time_charcib_mins

MULTI-SELECT who_inrm_whcharcib

01

00

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED who_inrm_whcharcib1

SINGLE-SELECT bunoutdoors

01

00

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT construction_mat_smell

01

00

98

99

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

end_sensor_roster

How many times in total was a CHARCOAL
IRON BOX used during the monitoring day in
the room where sensor %rostertitle% was
placed?

Hours

Minutes

Who was in the room while the CHARCOAL
IRON BOX was used during the monitoring day
in the room where sensor %rostertitle% was
placed?

Which household member was in the room
while the CHARCOAL IRON BOX was used
during the monitoring day in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

During the monitoring day, did someone burn
something outdoors that created smoke that
could be smelled or seen in the room where
sensor %rostertitle% was placed?

Were there any construction materials that
created dust or smoke that could be smelled
or seen in the room where the sensor
%rostertitle% was placed?

End sensor roster

pollutitems_used.Contains(5)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

pollutitems_used.Contains(5)E

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1

pollutitems_used.Contains(5)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Household member
Person not belonging to the
household

who_inrm_whcharcib.Contains(1)E

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

materials for house building include, wood, cement, bricks, concrete, cl
ay, sand, metal

I

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond
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generated by list question b02 hh_roster

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT
Roster: HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ROSTER

SINGLE-SELECT hh_mem_present

01

00

hh_mem_hlthfollup

SECTION T: AIR POLLUTION / HAP ELIGIBLE / HAP-CONSENTED / POST-PLACEMENT / HOUSEHOLD MEMBER ROSTER
HH_MEMBER_FOLLOWUP

SINGLE-SELECT maincook

01

00

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT diff_breath

01

00

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT diff_breath_cause

01

02

96

98

99

TEXT diff_breath_cause_o

SINGLE-SELECT diff_sleep

01

02

03

04

98

99

Is %rostertitle% present in the household
today?

Is %rostertitle% the main cook in the house?

Has %rostertitle% had fast, short, rapid
breaths or difficulty breathing at any time in
the last 2 weeks?

Was the fast or difficult breathing due to a
problem in the chest or to a block?

Please specify other cause for difficulty in
breathing

During the last WEEK did %rostertitle% have
problems falling asleep or sleeping?

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No

hh_roster.Any(x=>x.hh_mem_present==1)E

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

diff_breath==1E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Chest only
Nose only
Other (specify)
Don't know
Refused to respond

diff_breath_cause==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Not at all
A little
Quite a bit
Extremely often
Don't know
Refused to respond
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MULTI-SELECT health_prob

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT went_to_doctor

01

00

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT reas_nohospital

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

96

98

99

TEXT reas_nohospital_o

Does %rostertitle% have any of the following
health problems?

In the last 3 months, did %rostertitle% have to
go to the hospital, health clinic or private
doctor due to any of the previous specified
health issues?

Why did %rostertitle% not go to a hospital or
health clinic?

Please specify other reason for not going to
hospital

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
health_prob.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer is s
elected, the set of answers cannot contain "None"/"Refus
ed"/"Don't know" (health_p And 50 other symbols [13]

W2

Cannot select "None"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional optionsM2

None
Influenza
Coronavirus
Asthma
Pneumonia
Lung cancer
Middle ear infection
Eye irritation
Dry eye disease
Trachoma
Blindness
Visual impairment
Ringing noise in the ears
(tinnitus)
Don't know
Refused to respond

@rowcode != health_prob[1] || @rowcode != health_prob[98
] || @rowcode != health_prob[99]

E

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

went_to_doctor==2E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Lacked money
Medicine not available
Self-medication
Poor quality service
High cost of care
Religious /cultural reasons
Fear of developing other
ailment at medical centre (e.g.
coronavirus)
Long distance to provider
Illness not considered serious
enough
Other (specify)
Don't know
Refused to respond

reas_nohospital==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
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MULTI-SELECT when_outdoors

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

98

99

NUMERIC: DECIMAL hrs_outdoors

SINGLE-SELECT all_playout_evg

01

02

03

04

96

98

99

TEXT all_playout_evg_o

SINGLE-SELECT: LINKED main_hh_cooker

SINGLE-SELECT under5child_remain

01

00

98

99

At what time was %rostertitle% outdoors
yesterday?

Please estimate how long %rostertitle% stayed
outdoors yesterday?

Would allow your %rostertitle% to play outside
in the evening (from 18-20hrs)?

Please specify

Please select the main person who cooks in the
household

Did children under age 5 remain with the main
cook in the cooking area, while she/he cooked?

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option 
when_outdoors.Length==1  ||  // if more than 1 answer is
selected, the set of answers cannot contain "Never"/"Ref
used"/"Don't know" (when_ And 57 other symbols [14]

W2

Cannot select "Never"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional optionsM2

Never
04:00 - 06:00 am (Morning)
06:00 - 08:00 am (Morning)
08:00 - 10:00 am (Morning)
10:00 - 12:00 pm (Morning)
12:00 - 02:00 pm (Afternoon)
02:00 - 04:00 pm (Afternoon)
04:00 - 06:00 pm (Afternoon)
06:00 - 08:00 pm (Night)
08:00 - 10:00 pm (Night)
10:00 - 12:00 pm (Night)
00:00 - 02:00 am (Night)
02:00 - 04:00 am (Night)
Don't know
Refused to respond

In hours. Fractions of hours should be reported with decimals. For exa
mple, 1 hour and a half enter 1.5. Half an hour, enter 0.5

I

@rowcode != when_outdoors[1]E
self.InRange(1,7)W1
Error! only allowed 0-6 hoursM1
IsAnswered(self)W2
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M2

b05_years<5E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

No, there is no space for them
to be outside
No, I don’t feel safe with letting
my child/children play outside
in the evening
No, there is no one to take of
my children when they play
outside
Yes, my child/children already
play outside in the evenings
Other (specify)
Don't know
Refused to respond

all_playout_evg==96E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond
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SINGLE-SELECT under5child_usualremain

01

00

98

99

SINGLE-SELECT acces_openspace

01

00

98

99

NUMERIC: INTEGER cookfuel_weekexp

MULTI-SELECT use_cleancookfuel

01

02

03

NUMERIC: INTEGER extra_pay_electricity

NUMERIC: INTEGER extra_pay_biogas

NUMERIC: INTEGER extra_pay_lpg

Do children under age 5 USUALLY remain with
the main cook in the cooking area, while
she/he is cooking?

Do you and members of your household have
access to an open space where you can
USUALLY go while food is cooked?

How much per week do you usually pay for
your usual cooking fuel?

Would you be willing to pay extra to use any of
the following cooking fuels?

How much extra per week would you be willing
to pay to use ELECTRICITY as your usual
cooking fuel

How much extra per week would you be willing
to pay to use BIOGAS as your usual cooking
fuel

How much extra per week would you be willing
to pay to use Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG) as
your usual cooking fuel

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Yes
No
Don't know
Refused to respond

In KshsI
cookfuel_weekexp>=0 && cookfuel_weekexp<=10000V1
Weekly expenditure must be positive and not bigger than 10k KSHSM1
IsAnswered(self)W2
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M2

sensor_roster.Any(x=>x.cooking_fuel==2 ) || sensor_roste
r.Any(x=>x.cooking_fuel==5 )|| sensor_roster.Any(x=>x.co
oking_fuel==6 ) || sensor_roster.Any(x=>x.cooking_fuel==
96 )

E

IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

Electricity
Biogas
Liquified petroleum gas

sensor_roster.Any(x=>x.when_mealcooked.ContainsOnly(1))E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
extra_pay_electricity>=0 && extra_pay_electricity<=10000W2
Extra willingness to pay must be positive and not bigger than 10k KSHSM2

use_cleancookfuel.ContainsOnly(2)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
extra_pay_biogas>=0 && extra_pay_biogas<=10000W2
Extra willingness to pay must be positive and not bigger than 10k KSHSM2

use_cleancookfuel.ContainsOnly(3)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1
extra_pay_lpg>=0 && extra_pay_lpg<=10000V2
Extra willingness to pay must be positive and not bigger than 10k KSHSM2
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MULTI-SELECT poll_meas_chall

01

02

03

04

05

96

TEXT poll_meas_chall_o

DATE: CURRENT TIME 
SCOPE: HIDDEN

end_time_hap

What are the challenges you faced in the
pollution measurement exercise?

Please specify other challenge in measuring
pollution

Time end for HAP section

Do not read aloud: question for enumeratorI
IsAnswered(self)W1
Error! Please provide an answer to this question!M1

The device was faulty
The respondent was
suspicious
Someone tampered with the
device
The device's battery died
during data collection
The device was stolen
Other (Specify)

poll_meas_chall.ContainsOnly(96)E
IsAnswered(self)W1
This answer is requiredM1

IsAnswered(self)V1
Answer requiredM1
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APPENDIX A — VALIDATION CONDITIONS AND MESSAGES

b03: B03: What is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>'s relationship to the household head?
Validation Condition:

b03>1 || @rowindex==0
Validation Message: Error! Household Head Should be listed first in the roster
Validation Condition:

/* Check that head has different sex than spouse(s) */
// if head is current person, and does at least one spouse exist?
b03==2 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==1) ?
// if so, check that there is no spouse with sex same as that of the head
!( hhid.Any(a=>a.b03==1 && a.b04!=null && a.b04==b04) ) :
// if not, no problem
true
Validation Message: Error: The head and his/her spouse typically Cannot have same sex.
Validation Condition:

b03==1? /// Is this person the household head?
 /// If household head, check that there has 
 /// not been another household head reported
 (hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1)==1) 
 /// If not a household head, then no error
 :true
Validation Message: Eror!There must be only one person in the household designated as head.
Validation Condition:

// Has relationship to head been answered for all household members?
hhid.All(x=>x.b03!=null) ?
    //  If all information has been filled out, check for a head was listed
    !(hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1)==0)
    // If all information has not been filled, do not do anything
    : true
Validation Message: Error! You have not identified the Household Head

[1]

b05_years: B05: How old is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>?
Validation Condition:

((b05_years<=95) || (b05_years>120)) || b05_years.InRange(998,999)
Validation Message: Warning! Age is beyond the limit expected
Validation Condition:

self>=0
Validation Message: Age Cannot be less than 0
Validation Condition:

//A parent should be atleast 13 years
(b03.InList($parentalcodes) && b05_years>= 13) || (!b03.InList($parentalcodes))
Validation Message: Error! A Household head, spouse, father/mother or grandparent should be atleast 13 years
Validation Condition:

// if current person is father/mother of head
b03==6 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 &&
(b05_years-x.b05_years<=13))==0
||
// if current person is head
b03==1 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==6 && 
(x.b05_years-b05_years<=13))==0 
||
// if current person is neither head nor father of head
(
!b03.InList(1,6)
||
b03==1 && b04==null
||
b03==6 && b04==null
)
Validation Message: Error!Age difference between head and his/her parent seems to be too little. Check or confirm
Validation Condition:

// if current person is head child
(b03==3 &&
(hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && x.b04==1  && 

[2]
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(x.b05_years-b05_years<=13))==0))    && 
((hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && x.b04==2 && 
(x.b05_years-b05_years<=13))==0))
||
// if current person is a male and head
(b03==1 && b04==1 && (hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==3 && 
(b05_years-x.b05_years<=13))==0))
||
// if current person is a woman and head
(b03==1 && b04==2 && (hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==3 && 
(b05_years-x.b05_years<=13))==0))
||
// if current person is neither head nor child
(
    !b03.InList(1,3)
    ||
    b03==1 && b04==null
    ||
    b03==3 && b04==null
)
Validation Message: Error!Age difference between head and his child is less than 13 years OR Child cannot be older than Head. Please check.
Validation Condition:

// if current person is grand parent of head
b03==9 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && 
(b05_years-x.b05_years<=26))==0
||
// if current person is head
b03==1 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==9 && 
(b05_years- x.b05_years<=26))==0
||
!b03.InList(1,9)
Validation Message: Error!Age difference between head and his/her grandparents seems to be too little. Check or confirm
Validation Condition:

// if current person is grandchild
b03==4 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && (x.b05_years-b05_years<=26))==0
||
// if current person is head
b03==1 && hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==4 && 
(b05_years- x.b05_years<=26))==0
||
// if current person is neither head nor grandchild
!b03.InList(1,4)
Validation Message: Error!Age difference between head and his/her grandchild seems to be too little. Check or confirm.
Validation Condition:

// if current person is head's spouse/partner
(b03==2 && IsAnswered(self) &&
(hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==1 && IsAnswered(x.b05_years) &&
(Math.Abs((long)x.b05_years-(long)b05_years)>13))==0))
||
// if current person is head
(b03==1 && IsAnswered(self) &&
(hhid.Count(x=>x.b03==2 && IsAnswered(x.b05_years) &&
(Math.Abs((long)x.b05_years-(long)b05_years)>13))==0))
||
// if current person is neither head nor head's spouse
!b03.InList(1,2)
Validation Message: Warning!Age difference between head and his/her spouse/partner seems to be too large. Check or confirm.
Validation Condition:

(b03 == 9 && b05_years > 36) || b03 != 9
Validation Message: Error!Grandparent should be older than 35. Please check or confirm.

b06_yrs: B06: What is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>'s year of birth ?
Validation Condition:

/* Example of using the InRange function to check
 the number entered is within a certain range.
This validation checks if the year of birth is 
between 1900 and 2019.

[3]
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 */
self.InRange(1900,2020) || self.InRange(998,999)
Validation Message: Error!Please enter a valid year of birth
Validation Condition:

self <= b_date.Value.Year
Validation Message: Error!Year of birth cannot be greater than current year.

b07: B07: What is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>'s marital status?
Validation Condition:

// for the head, check whether there is any spouse in the roster
b03==2 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==1) ?
// if so, check whether the head is married--monogamy, polygamy, or living together
b07==1 ||b07==2 ||b07==3 :
// otherwise, nothing to check
true
Validation Message: Error! A spouse cannot be other than married or living together
Validation Condition:

// for the head, check whether there is any spouse in the roster
b03==1 && hhid.Any(x=>x.b03==2) ?
// if so, check whether the head is married--monogamy, polygamy, or living together
b07==1 ||b07==2 ||b07==3 :
// otherwise, nothing to check
true
Validation Message: Error! A spouse cannot be other than married or living together

[4]

when_mealcooked: Please select the times during which meals were cooked in the room where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>
was placed during the monitoring day
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: This answer is required
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
when_mealcooked.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "never"
(when_mealcooked.Length>1 && !when_mealcooked.ContainsAny(98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Don't know"/"Refused to answer" and additional options

[5]

open_doorwind_mmeal: When were the doors or windows open most of the time regarding the MORNING meal in the room where sensor <font
color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> was placed during the monitoring day?
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: This answer is required
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
open_doorwind_mmeal.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "never"
(open_doorwind_mmeal.Length>1 && !open_doorwind_mmeal.Contains(1))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Never" and additional options

[6]

open_doorwind_ameal: When were the doors or windows open most of the time regarding the AFTERNOON meal in the room where sensor
<font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> was placed during the monitoring day?
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: This answer is required
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
open_doorwind_ameal.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "never"
(open_doorwind_ameal.Length>1 && !open_doorwind_ameal.Contains(1))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Never" and additional options

[7]
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open_doorwind_emeal: When were the doors or windows open most of the time regarding the EVENING meal in the room where sensor <font
color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> was placed during the monitoring day?
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Answer required
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
open_doorwind_emeal.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "never"
(open_doorwind_emeal.Length>1 && !open_doorwind_emeal.Contains(1))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Never" and additional options

[8]

pollutitems_used: Please select which of the following items were used in the room where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> was
placed during the monitoring day?
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Provide and answer
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
pollutitems_used.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "none"
(pollutitems_used.Length>1 && !pollutitems_used.Contains(1))
Validation Message: Cannot select "none" and additional options.

[9]

when_smoke: Please select the times during which someone SMOKED A CIGARETTE in the room where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%
</font> was placed during the monitoring day
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
when_smoke.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "Refused"/"Don't know"
(when_smoke.Length>1 && !when_smoke.ContainsAny(98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Refused"/"Don't know" and additional options

[10]

when_mosqcoil: Please select the times during which a MOSQUITO COIL was used in the room where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%
</font> was placed during the monitoring day
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Answer required
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
when_mosqcoil.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "Refused"/"Don't know"
(when_mosqcoil.Length>1 && !when_mosqcoil.ContainsAny(98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Refused"/"Don't know" and additional options

[11]

when_paraflamp: Please select the times during which a PARAFFIN LAMP was used in the room where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%
</font> was placed during the monitoring day
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Error! Please provide an answer to this question!
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
when_paraflamp.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "None"/"Refused"/"Don't know"
(when_paraflamp.Length>1 && !when_paraflamp.ContainsAny(98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Never"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional options

[12]

health_prob: Does %rostertitle% have any of the following health problems?
Validation Condition:

[13]
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IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Error! Please provide an answer to this question!
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
health_prob.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "None"/"Refused"/"Don't know"
(health_prob.Length>1 && !health_prob.ContainsAny(1,98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "None"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional options

when_outdoors: At what time was %rostertitle% outdoors yesterday?
Validation Condition:

IsAnswered(self)
Validation Message: Error! Please provide an answer to this question!
Validation Condition:

// if a single answer is selected, it can be any option
when_outdoors.Length==1
||
// if more than 1 answer is selected, the set of answers cannot contain "Never"/"Refused"/"Don't know"
(when_outdoors.Length>1 && !when_outdoors.ContainsAny(1,98,99))
Validation Message: Cannot select "Never"/"Refused"/"Don't know" and additional options

[14]
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APPENDIX B — INSTRUCTIONS

b02: B02: Make a complete list of all individuals who usually live and eat their meals together in this household starting with the head of the
household
MAKE A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO USUALLY LIVE AND EAT THEIR MEALS TOGETHER IN THIS HOUSEHOLD, STARTING WITH
THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD. (CONFIRM THAT HOUSEHOLD HEAD HERE IS SAME AS HOUSEHOLD HEAD LISTED ON PAGE 1.) RECORD ATLEAST
THE FIRST AND THE SECOND NAME

[1]

b05_years: B05: How old is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>?
IF 60 MONTHS OR OLDER(ATLEAST 5 YEARS), GIVE AGE IN YEARS ONLY OR IF LESS THAN 60 MONTHS(BELOW 5 YEARS) IN AGE, GIVE AGE IN
YEARS AND MONTHS AND IF AGE IS LESS THAN 1 YEAR, RECORD 0 FOR AGE IN YEARS AND GIVE AGE IN MONTHS AND IF AGE IS NOT KNOWN
RECORD 998 AND IF AGE IS NOT STATED, RECORD 999

[2]

b05_months: B05:How old is <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> ? Months for under 5 years
IF LESS THAN 60 MONTHS(BELOW 5 YEARS) IN AGE, GIVE AGE IN YEARS AND MONTHS AND IF AGE IS LESS THAN 1 YEAR, RECORD 0 FOR AGE
IN YEARS AND GIVE AGE IN MONTHS AND IF AGE IS NOT KNOWN RECORD 998 AND IF AGE IS NOT STATED, RECORD 999

[3]
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APPENDIX C — CATEGORIES

b09: B09:What was <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>'s County/Country of birth?
Categories: 101:NAIROBI, 201:NYANDARUA, 202:NYERI, 203:KIRINYAGA, 204:MURANGA, 205:KIAMBU, 301:MOMBASA, 302:KWALE, 303:
KILIFI, 304:TANA RIVER, 305:LAMU, 306:TAITA TAVETA, 401:MARSABIT, 402:ISIOLO, 403:MERU, 404:THARAKA NITHI, 405:EMBU, 406:KIT
UI, 407:MACHAKOS, 408:MAKUENI, 501:GARISSA, 502:WAJIR, 503:MANDERA, 601:SIAYA, 602:KISUMU, 603:HOMA BAY, 604:MIGORI, 605
:KISII, 606:NYAMIRA, 701:TURKANA, 702:WEST POKOT, 703:SAMBURU, 704:TRANS NZOIA, 705:BARINGO, 706:UASIN-GISHU, 707:ELGEY
O MARAKWET, 708:NANDI, 709:LAIKIPIA, 710:NAKURU, 711:NAROK, 712:KAJIADO, 713:KERICHO, 714:BOMET, 801:KAKAMEGA, 802:VIHIG
A, 803:BUNGOMA, 804:BUSIA, 901:UGANDA, 902:TANZANIA, 903:CENTRAL AFRICA, 904:WEST AFRICA, 905:NORTH AFRICA, 906:SOUTH 
AFRICA, 907:KENYA, 910:OTHER ASIA, 911:JAPAN, 912:INDIA, 913:MIDDLE EAST, 914:CHINA, 930:OTHER EUROPE, 931:GERMANY, 932:S
WITZERLAND, 933:UNITED KINGDOM, 934:ITALY, 935:FRANCE, 936:SCANDINAVIA, 940:OTHER AMERICA, 941:USA, 942:CANADA, 950:AU
STRALIA & NEW ZEALAND, 900:OTHER AFRICA, 960:OTHER COUNTRIES

[1]

b11: B11:In which County/Country was (<font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font>) living before moving to the County/Country you presently
reside in?
Categories: 101:NAIROBI, 201:NYANDARUA, 202:NYERI, 203:KIRINYAGA, 204:MURANGA, 205:KIAMBU, 301:MOMBASA, 302:KWALE, 303:
KILIFI, 304:TANA RIVER, 305:LAMU, 306:TAITA TAVETA, 401:MARSABIT, 402:ISIOLO, 403:MERU, 404:THARAKA NITHI, 405:EMBU, 406:KIT
UI, 407:MACHAKOS, 408:MAKUENI, 501:GARISSA, 502:WAJIR, 503:MANDERA, 601:SIAYA, 602:KISUMU, 603:HOMA BAY, 604:MIGORI, 605
:KISII, 606:NYAMIRA, 701:TURKANA, 702:WEST POKOT, 703:SAMBURU, 704:TRANS NZOIA, 705:BARINGO, 706:UASIN-GISHU, 707:ELGEY
O MARAKWET, 708:NANDI, 709:LAIKIPIA, 710:NAKURU, 711:NAROK, 712:KAJIADO, 713:KERICHO, 714:BOMET, 801:KAKAMEGA, 802:VIHIG
A, 803:BUNGOMA, 804:BUSIA, 901:UGANDA, 902:TANZANIA, 903:CENTRAL AFRICA, 904:WEST AFRICA, 905:NORTH AFRICA, 906:SOUTH 
AFRICA, 907:KENYA, 910:OTHER ASIA, 911:JAPAN, 912:INDIA, 913:MIDDLE EAST, 914:CHINA, 930:OTHER EUROPE, 931:GERMANY, 932:S
WITZERLAND, 933:UNITED KINGDOM, 934:ITALY, 935:FRANCE, 936:SCANDINAVIA, 940:OTHER AMERICA, 941:USA, 942:CANADA, 950:AU
STRALIA & NEW ZEALAND, 900:OTHER AFRICA, 960:OTHER COUNTRIES

[2]

e08: E08: What is the predominant wall material of the main dwelling unit?
Categories: 1:No walls, 2:Cane/palm/trunks, 3:Grass/reeds, 4:Mud/cow dung, 5:Bamboo with mud, 6:Stone with mud, 7:Uncovered adobe, 8
:Plywood/Cardboard, 9:Reused wood, 10:Iron sheets, 11:Concrete/Cement, 12:Stone with lime/cement, 13:Bricks, 14:Cement blocks, 15:Co
vered adobe, 16:Wood planks/shingles/timber, 17:Precast wall, 96:Other

[3]

wall_material: What is the wall material where sensor <font color="blue">%rostertitle%</font> was placed?
Categories: 1:No walls, 2:Cane/palm/trunks, 3:Grass/reeds, 4:Mud/cow dung, 5:Bamboo with mud, 6:Stone with mud, 7:Uncovered adobe, 8
:Plywood/Cardboard, 9:Reused wood, 10:Iron sheets, 11:Concrete/Cement, 12:Stone with lime/cement, 13:Bricks, 14:Cement blocks, 15:Co
vered adobe, 16:Wood planks/shingles/timber, 17:Precast wall, 96:Other (Specify)

[4]
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APPENDIX D — VARIABLES

age_cur:
/* This calculate the age from the given date of birth. Since both month can be 999, then we have to write multiple cases to account for 999
values. FullYearsBetween finds the number of years between two given dates This uses the following questions: InterviewDate - date of
interview dob_month - month in DOB dob_year - year in DOB */ // if YEAR is unknown, calculate age based on year of interview //and year of
DOB //B06_months == 999 ? //B_date.Value.Year - B06_yrs // if month is unknown, calculate age based on year of interview //and year of DOB
b06_months == 998 ? b_date.Value.Year - b06_yrs : (FullYearsBetween( new DateTime((int) b06_yrs, (int) b06_months, (int) b06_dd), b_date )) //
|| // if day is unknown, calculate age based on year of interview //and year of DOB //b06_dd == 998 ? b_date.Value.Year - b06_yrs //:
(FullYearsBetween( // new DateTime((int) b06_yrs, (int) b06_months, (int) b06_dd), // b_date // ))

[1]

room_desc:
new[]{"Adult bedroom", "Child bedroom","Bedroom sleeping both adults and children", "Living room","Living room and adult bedroom","Living
room and child bedroom","Living room and bedroom sleeping both adults and children"}[(int)room_purpose]

[2]
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LEGEND

Legend and structure of information in this file
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